
 
   

 

LSTA147S  
FULLY INTEGRATED WASHER-DRYER, 
FRONT LOAD, WHITE, 
ENERGY RATING A  

 
15 washing programs

Washing programs: Cotton, Cotton ECO, Dryin
gentle, drying intensive, Shirt, Delicate, Wool,
Mix, Night, Clean, Quick wash, Rinse + spin,
Drain + spin, Synthetics, Sport
Drying programs

Drying capacity: 4 Kg

Display: Residual time visualization, Delay start set,
Recommended load indication

Electronic controls

Program selection knob

Display/LED for temperature regulation

Water protection system

Buffer memory

Door opening: 110°

Polypropylene tank

Stainless steel drum

Nominal power: 2200 W

Energy consumption (washing + drying):
4.76 kWh

Noise level drying: 58 dB(A) re 1pW

Max spin speed 1400 rpm

Current: 10 A

Frequency: 50 Hz

Voltage: 220-240 V

Functions
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LSTA147S 
washer-dryer

built-in
60 cm
white

energy rating A
fully integrated  

Plus and Options 

A:
Product drying performance, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the product family

Load capacity 7Kg:
Drum has maximum capacity of 7kg of dry laundry.

Drying capacity 4 Kg:
Drying capacity 4 Kg

Volumeplus:
Smeg offers models with load up to 8 kg, while maintaining the best washing results, and providing low energy consumption.

Total acquastop:
Most models of Smeg dishwashers are equipped with Acquastop Totale, which allows to avoid flooding as a result of water leakage. The system 
consists of a a float sensor, disposed under the inner chamber of a dishwasher, which blocks water supply inside the appliance in case of water 
leakage into the lower tray. An additional electromagnetic valve on the water inlet hose also automatically blocks water supply if detecting water 
leakage in the hose. For Laundry: Total acquastop, the product is built with 3 levels of anti-flood devices to ensure protection against water 
leakage. For Laundry: Total acquastop, the product is built with 3 levels of anti-flood devices to ensure protection against water leakage.

Automatic Load Balancing:
provides an ideal distribution of laundry in the drum. In case if the imbalance is detected, the rotation speed starts being controlled in such way to 
evenly redistribute laundry in the drum, and thus reduce vibration.

30cm:
Large loading hatch of 30-32-33 cm in diameter, makes laundry loading and unloading easier and faster with maximum ease of use.

LED display:
to optimize performances and simplify the maximum use.

Delay timer:
can be set to run the programme at a convenient time or to take advantage of off-peak energy periods.

Easy Iron:
this is an option which can be selected to ensure the finished laundry is left with less creases to make ironing easier.

Extra Rinse:
Extra Rinse: adds an extra rinse cycle to that already provided in the program chosen, to remove any residual detergent. This function is particularly 
suitable for those with allergies or skin problems.

FlexiTime:
The FlexiTime option allows the user to reduce the time of the cycle selected, providing extra flexibility and control.

Prewash:
program designed for heavily soiled garments.

Programs 

Mixed fabrics:
this cycle is designed for lightly soiled laundry in a mix of cottons and synthetics, or can be used just to refresh stored items.

Gym:
Gym, a cycle designed for washing lightly soiled garments, ie sports wear, this is a fast wash which is also kind to fabrics.

Shirts:
a cycle to wash shirts in a short time with the utmost care, using a delicate spin for easy ironing.

Night:
an ideal programme for those who want to take advantage of off-peak energy periods, this cycle is particularly quiet due to slower rotations of the 
drum.

Super fast 15 min:
a programme designed to wash small amounts of laundry fast, ideal for washing lightly soiled garments.
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